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With the ongoing, exponential increase in ocean data from autonomous platforms,
satellites, models, and in particular, the growing field of quantitative imaging, there arises
a need for scalable and cost-efficient visualization tools to interpret these large volumes
of data. With the recent proliferation of consumer grade head-mounted displays, the
emerging field of virtual reality (VR) has demonstrated its benefit in numerous disciplines,
ranging from medicine to archeology. However, these benefits have not received as much
attention in the ocean sciences. Here, we summarize some of the ways that virtual reality
has been applied to this field. We highlight a few examples in which we (the authors)
demonstrate the utility of VR as a tool for ocean scientists. For oceanic datasets that are
well-suited for three-dimensional visualization, virtual reality has the potential to enhance
the practice of ocean science.
Keywords: virtual reality, VR, oceanography, data visualization, digital holographic microscopy

1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality (VR) allows a user to immerse herself in a computer generated environment. The
feeling of presence (Slater and Wilbur, 1997) is therein generated by simulating sensory feedback
of the environment in response to a user’s action. This allows a user to coexist and interact with
virtual entities in the same three-dimensional space. Various display technologies have evolved to
facilitate these experiences. While most systems only simulate visual and auditory feedback, e.g.,
head-mounted displays (Sutherland, 1968) or room-scaled CAVE environments (Cruz-Neira et al.,
1992), the feedback can also stimulate other senses, e.g., proprioceptive, or haptic sensations. In VR,
a user perceives only the computer generated content while the real world is absent. In contrast,
Augmented Reality (AR) and Mixed Reality (MR) overlay the virtual simulation on top of the real
world creating a mixture of real and virtual feedback perceived in collocated space.
Researchers from a range of scientific disciplines have benefited from the application of virtual
reality. At the Brown University Center for Computation and Visualization (CCV), over two
decades of interdisciplinary visualization collaborations paved the way for state-of-the-art scientific
VR applications today. While VR visualization takes varying degrees of effort to achieve, the
benefits of visualizing scientific data in VR include faster analysis, greater spatial understanding,
and new types of exploration (LaViola et al., 2009). Interest in developing VR applications
has intensified recently with the development of cost-effective consumer grade head-mounted
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resolution. Photogrammetric approaches to the reconstruction
of underwater 3D maps is a recent development, and provides
a cost-effective, accurate, and reproducible method to re-creating
marine habitats (Kwasnitschka et al., 2013; Marre et al., 2019). In
support of this growing data capacity, network architecture also
continues to improve, with internet connected ships (Raineault
et al., 2018) and ROVs enabling multiple users to coordinate
efforts simultaneously with the aid of real time AR applications
(Chouiten et al., 2012).
Onshore, VR has been used to render educational underwater
scenes for the benefit of students and the general public, offering
interactive access to underwater ocean ecosystems and dynamics
via CAVEs and HMDs (Frohlich, 2000; Chen et al., 2012;
Jung et al., 2013). Submersible AR and VR applications are a
more recent development, and various projects have made use
of waterproof hardware to create experiences which combine
swimming with animation and actual underwater images
(Bellarbi et al., 2013; Oppermann et al., 2016; Costa et al., 2017).
Similarly, VR has enabled novel experiments to study marine
megafauna. Rather than using VR to project humans into a
simulated environment, captive animals are subjected to virtual
environments which mimic their natural environment to trigger
behavioral response, e.g., to elicit camouflage (Jaffe et al., 2011;
Josef, 2018, Figure 2) or predator-avoidance responses (Butail
et al., 2012; Trivedi and Bollmann, 2013). These simulations
demonstrate how VR has enabled researchers to pursue new and
creative avenues for studying marine physiology and ecology.
While not strictly ocean science, data visualization has
benefited the natural sciences in general through improved data
readability, interpretability, and enabled the communication of
dynamic four dimensional flows (Lin and Loftin, 1998; Ohno and
Kageyama, 2007; Rautenhaus et al., 2017). Computer-generated
visualizations of four dimensional flows, such as geophysical
models of ocean currents, yield the most complete picture of
oceanic processes when visualized in four dimensions (Nations
et al., 1996) and exploration of complex datasets using VR can
provide a method for quickly detecting patterns and unseen
features (Billen et al., 2008).

displays (HMD), which have made the benefits of
interactive VR-based scientific visualization more widely
accessible (Castelvecchi, 2016; Matthews, 2018). With the
ongoing, exponential increase in oceanographic datasets
resolution, coverage, and diversity, there arises the need
for scalable and cost-efficient visualization tools to begin
to interpret these large volumes and varieties of data
(Huang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017).
Here, we describe the outcomes and lessons learned from
a collaboration between Brown CCV and oceanographers at
the URI Graduate school of Oceanography that we hope
will convey the emerging enthusiasm that is the state of
VR in ocean science. First, we will review a selection of
previous work and provide a guide to getting started with
VR visualization. Next, we will provide some more detailed
examples from our collaborative work in how we applied these
technologies. Finally, we will conclude with a discussion of these
applications including some outlook for future developments in
this field.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Virtual reality allows immersive visualizations of underwater
scenes to be experienced, both real (observed) and simulated
(modeled) data. The application of VR has steadily increased
since the 1990s to today, and we anticipate that this trend will
continue, or even accelerate, in the future (Figure 1). In this
section, we review a selection of these works to illustrate the
impact that VR has to date realized in ocean science. From
live VR video feeds to simulated VR environments, from usercentric to animal-centric applications, VR applications have
demonstrated a growing array of benefits.
Early utilization of VR for ocean exploration focused on
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) navigation, and these efforts
demonstrated the utility of VR for increasing ROV pilot
situational awareness in harsh, low-visibility environments (Hine
et al., 1994; Fleischer et al., 1995; Stoker et al., 1995; Lin and
Kuo, 1998). Fast forward over 25 years, this concept has seen
vast technological refinement with the application of off-theshelf VR components, including HMDs, such as the Oculus
Rift, and improved haptic devices, which add a greater field
of view, faster head tracking, and more intuitive feedbacks
for the remote control of the ROV manipulator arm (Lynch
and Ellery, 2014; Candeloro et al., 2015). In addition, the
feedback from these haptic control devices (e.g., vibration)
can help avoid collisions with expensive equipment (Lynch
and Ellery, 2014; Sivčev et al., 2018). These visualizations
and controls have also been aided by stereoscopic cameras,
which utilize synchronized cameras to take 3D images and
have the advantage of mimicking human binocular vision
while also enabling more accurate spatial measurement (Shortis
et al., 2007). Underwater exploration via ROV now includes
methods for underwater 3D mapping, which use laser scanning
(Shigematsu and Moriya, 1997; Massot-Campos et al., 2015)
and acoustics (Griffiths et al., 1997; Chapman et al., 1999;
Palmese and Trucco, 2008) to explore terrain at even higher
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3. VR RECIPE
Virtual reality requires three main ingredients: A VR Display,
software capable of displaying VR content, and of course, the
content itself. In the following, we will give an overview over the
different possibilities commonly available and provide guidelines
on how to choose the components.

3.1. VR Displays
While VR can generate feedback for all senses we will only
give an overview about visual display devices, as auditory
devices usually are simple headphones and devices providing
feedback for other modalities, e.g., haptic or olfactory, are
not widely used and targets of active research. Visual VR
devices can be divided into three different categories: Mobile
phone based VR, Consumer grade HMDs and CAVE systems,
capable of providing feedback for multiple users. Each device
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FIGURE 1 | The frequency of ocean science-related publications involving virtual reality has increased since the early 1990s. The search criteria for these works was
focused on ocean data visualization-related terms, including both observed and modeled data. Google Scholar key word searches included: VR, virtual reality,
immersive, 3D virtual environment, 3D user interfaces, telepresence, marine, underwater, oceanography, oceans, virtual, technology, head-mounted display, HMD,
Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, CAVE. This search was concluded after a total of 150 citations was reached.

FIGURE 2 | Virtual reality used in a laboratory settings to study light stimulus response in Loligo opalescens. Image courtesy of Jules Jaffe, Scripps Institution of
Oceanography.

pointer metaphor. Despite these limitations, the technology is
extremely valuable for outreach due to the low cost.
Head-mounted Displays (HMDs) have seen an increase in
attention in recent years due to major developments. While
10 years ago HMDs were extremely expensive and immersion
not satisfactory due to the limited field of view, development
of mobile phone screens and cheaper sensors made design of
consumer grade devices possible. Currently several devices are
available at costs on the order of several hundred dollars, e.g.,
HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, or Windows Mixed Reality. Devices
usually consist of a display encompassed with two lenses in plastic
goggles similar to mobile phone VR. However, they exhibit two
major differences to mobile phone VR. While mobile phone VR
only uses rotation of a user’s head motion or controllers, HMDs
use additional sensors to determine translational motion. This
enables a user to move and interact in the virtual space as in the
real world. A user can move around an object, grab an object or
crouch down to see novel perspectives increasing immersion and
providing a higher level of fidelity. However, as the name implies,
HMDs are only the display. In order to render the virtual scene, a
PC with a high quality GPU is required, raising the cost of such a
system by one to two thousand dollars. This limits its application

comes with several advantages and disadvantages when regarding
immersion, availability, and interaction.
Mobile phone based VR is the most accessible of the
technologies currently available. In this case a mobile phone
is put into a VR Headset which encompasses two lenses to
provide a stereo view. In the simplest case, devices are made
out of cardboard1 with costs on the order of several dollars.
Immersion in the VR environment is then achieved by rendering
the scene for the point of view of a user determined by the
internal sensors of the mobile device. However, while current
research continues to investigate the use of the internal camera to
determine translational movement of the user2 , mobile phone VR
is currently only able to determine head rotations, which limits
the interaction and immersion of a user. In other words, a user
can look around in the VR environment, but is not able to move
around in the scene by using his real physical motion. A similar
limitation exists for interaction with the environment. While
some headsets provide a controller, this controller’s position is
known only by its rotation. This limits the interaction to a laser
1 https://vr.google.com/cardboard/
2 https://developers.google.com/vr/discover/worldsense
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and visualizations, it is a valuable tool to see the data in an
immersive environment.
Unity3D became the most common design tool for VR
applications due to its good support of VR devices as well as its
large user base. It also supports many different data types, and
behavior of entities in the application can be defined through
game logic. Due to the large user base, many tutorials can be
found on YouTube. Additional functionality can be added to the
application by downloading packages, called “prefabs,” from the
Unity Store for free or a small fee. Functionality of prefabs can
range from simple three-dimensional models to packages used to
plot data, e.g., Immersive Analytics Toolkit6 or packages which
simplify interactions in VR like grabbing an object, e.g., Virtual
Reality Toolkit7 . While most of the application design can be
done with the Unity3D user interface, it is still recommended to
have some experience with scripting or programming. However,
due to the examples and tutorials available, even a novice user
can develop a simple VR application within a couple of days. As
Unity3D is a tool for designing a 3D application, interaction in
the virtual environment is customizable and the deployment and
distribution of the final application is easy across different VR
systems. As a consequence, most applications recently developed
for VR (especially in the sciences) are built using Unity3D.
Custom Software Development can be used to build VR
applications using a wide range of programming languages,
e.g., Python, MATLAB, C++. However, achieving satisfactory
results requires more effort when compared to Unity3D
and is only advised if restrictions of the data or the
VR system do not permit the use of Unity3D. Several
libraries can be used to facilitate the development of VR
applications, e.g., MinVR8 , but the process still requires
significant knowledge of the programming language and the VR
system used.

as only a limited number of users can participate at the same time
and applications are only usable by a smaller subset of people
when compared to mobile phone VR. Nonetheless, due to the
higher fidelity, better immersion and increased interaction they
are best suited for VR applications in the scientific context.
CAVE systems have been widely used at universities and
research centers in the past, when results with HMDs were not
satisfactory for VR. In contrast to HMDs and mobile phone based
VR, the displays are in this case not worn, but surround the
users. The position and orientation of the user and (usually) her
controllers are determined using motion capture systems; shutter
glasses are used to provide a stereoscopic view. This permits
rendering the scene for each display as if it is a window to the
virtual world, making CAVE systems similar to the well-known
Star Trek HoloDeck. Similar to HMDs a user can walk around in
the simulated space and interact with its entities freely, but due to
its design they provide different advantages and disadvantages. In
HMD systems a user does not see her real environment, while in
CAVE systems a user can still see his real surroundings. This not
only leads to better acceptance and less cyber sickness, but allows
use by multiple users, facilitating discussions and collaboration
with peers. However, it has to be noted that most CAVE systems,
with a few exceptions (Blom et al., 2002; Fröhlich et al., 2005),
only track the position of one user which results in the rendering
being only optimal for her and diminishes the experience for
others. As a drawback, CAVE systems usually require more
support for maintenance as well as software development due to
their complexity, while the consumer market has made usability
and software development for HMDs easier.

3.2. VR Software
In order to render content on a VR device, a VR-capable
application is required. Similar to the devices, different
possibilities exist depending on the devices used, as well as
the fidelity and interaction targeted. Efforts to build the VR
experience can range from several minutes to several weeks
depending on the tools and the desired interaction. While
for certain types of data specialized software exists, we would
like to give a short overview of three different approaches
freely available to visualize content in VR and highlight their
advantages and limitations: ParaView, a VR-capable visualization
tool for scientific data; Unity3D, a 3D game engine to create VR
applications; and custom software development using traditional
programming languages.
Paraview3 is a visualization application widely used in
scientific data visualization which supports VR display in HMDs4
as well as CAVE systems5 . It supports import and visualization
of many different data types and visualization primitives. There
is good documentation available including many tutorials, and
data can usually be loaded within minutes and presented in VR
with the ease of a click. However, interaction in VR with the
data is quite limited and it does not support mobile phone VR.
However, given the ease and wide range of supported data types

3.3. VR Content
Finally, as a last ingredient the content displayed should also be
considered when designing the VR experience, e.g., if data is twodimensional, visualization in a three-dimensional space will not
provide significant advantage over traditional methods. However,
if the data is of three or higher dimensions, the visualization
in an immersive manner can provide novel perspectives that
lead to scientific insight. Combined with custom tools designed
to interact with the environment, novel insights can be gained
in an exploratory setting. However, it has to be taken into
account that while some data can be easily incorporated in its
raw state, other data might require additional preprocessing to
extract higher dimensional information or efforts have to be
undertaken to combine different datatypes in the same reference
frame. A VR display for scientific data is actually an experience
for the user, and the specifics of the audience and the goal
of the visualization deserve attention, as they should have a
significant impact on the design of tools required to interact
with the data.

3 https://www.paraview.org/

6 https://github.com/MaximeCordeil/IATK

4 https://blog.kitware.com/taking-paraview-into-virtual-reality/

7 https://vrtoolkit.readme.io/

5 https://www.paraview.org/immersive/

8 https://github.com/MinVR/MinVR
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4. OUR APPROACH

Wirewalker profiles were used to create an animation of the
drift track, while physical and chemical variables were shown
for the whole surrounding region using color scales (Figure 3).
Using the VR controllers, users could navigate through the virtual
seascape via flying through water column profiles, while toggling
between different physical and chemical variables recorded by
the Wirewalker. For more detailed analysis, the users were also
provided tools to analyze data points with a simple pointing
gesture. Although C++ was used for our application, this type
of data would be readily viewed with Unity3D and is highly
recommended for those who plan to use HMDs.

In the following section, we detail our applications in order to
share some lessons learned, to convey caution in some cases,
and ideally to inspire other ocean scientists to implement their
own VR experience. The three VR applications developed to date
by our group provide only a glimpse of the possibilities derived
from this rapidly growing technology, and also present a range of
challenges. For example, part of our goal was rendering the data
in the YURT system which required special algorithms and is not
supported by Unity3D. Subsequently, our first two applications
were developed using custom software development with C++
after a first exploration of the data in ParaView. Nonetheless,
the developed applications were also used in a HMD setting
during field work. The third application was developed using
Unity3D for HMDs. Representative 2D movies are provided (See
Supplementary Information), but evaluation of VR is optimally
experienced on a VR-enabled device. Source code has been
uploaded9 while the pre-compiled applications for windows can
be downloaded10 .

4.2. Data Visualization—Holographic
Microscopy
In our second application we targeted the visualization of
holographic microscopy data. As the holographic microscope
images 3D volumes in a single camera frame, rapidly and without
the use of mechanical lenses (Beers et al., 1970; Jericho et al.,
2013), its data seemed well-suited to VR applications at a first
glance. However, the technology only allows users to refocus
the microscopic image at different distances to the instrument
within the 3D volume (Figure 4) and in order to visualize
the whole volume in an immersive environment the particles
recorded in the hologram first needed to be detected, segmented
and extracted.
We therefore developed a custom hologram processing
pipeline which first computes a sharpness score for each pixel
across all image planes in the whole volume and stores for each
pixel the maximum value (Guildenbecher et al., 2012; Ihan et al.,
2014). As neighboring pixels in focus are likely to belong to
the same object, pixels are grouped to segments in a second
step. For each segment the optimal focus distance is computed
based on the same sharpness score of the first step, but for
the whole region (see Figure 4c). Finally the image is refocused
for each segment at the optimal distance and the particle is
segmented using the grabcut algorithm (Rother et al., 2004).
This resulted in a focused 2D representation (see Figure 4d) for
each particle as well as its three-dimensional position within
the volume. These 2D silhouettes combined with their 3D
position in the microscope imaging volume are well-suited for
visualization in VR.
For our application we used a digital inline holographic
microscope11 ; which allows a wide range of marine particle size
classes (5–1,000 µm) to be imaged in situ so as to preserve
their delicate, undisturbed forms and morphologies. To showcase
the use of VR in combination with the acquired data from the
instrument, we developed three different VR scenarios.

4.1. Data Visualization–Autonomous
Platform Tracks and Observations
As the data acquired during autonomous underwater platforms
(drifting and powered) is associated with their position, depth
and time, these datasets are a natural application for VR. The
dynamic ocean environment surrounding these vehicles often
result in data records that convolve space and time. Rendering
these observations in a 3D (x,y,z) setting allows a user to more
easily identify aspects of their record that are likely associated
with a spatial feature as opposed to a temporal change.
In our testbed application, we wanted to be able to review data
from a free-drifting, wave-powered profiler called a Wirewalker,
within its hydrographic context Rainville and Pinkel (2001).
We used VR to combine Wirewalker sensor data with its
geolocated drift paths as well as with corresponding satellite
imagery (see Supplementary Movie 1). Given the limited ability
of GPS signal to penetrate through water depth, pre-processing
steps were necessary to estimate the submerged horizontal
coordinates of the Wirewalker. These coordinates were simple,
“straight line” approximations between successive surface GPS
positions. These positions were linearly interpolated spatially and
temporally using MATLAB prior to VR rendering. Visualization
of submerged physical and chemical variables were presented
using a linearly spaced color scale. However, in future versions
of this application we recommend that the color map scales
be selected to adhere to best practices for the given variable
for improved visual accuracy (Thyng et al., 2016). This spatial
and temporal series of vertical profiles of the top 120 m of
the water column (Omand et al., 2017) was combined with
satellite observations of incident light interacting with particles
in the water (also known as ocean color) thus creating a
50 square kilometer ocean color map (NASA Ocean Biology
Processing Group, 2015) of the Wirewalker drift track. Successive

4.2.1. Phytoplankton Trophy Room
In the Trophy room, a collection of particles from several
holographic images are combined to display in a single volume
(see Supplementary Movie 2). Visualizing different images in
the same space removes information about objects’ spatial
relationships to each other, but it allows a user to make
comparisons of size and shape between the different data sets.

9 https://github.com/BenKnorlein
10 https://github.com/VRocean
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FIGURE 3 | A VR user’s view inside the autonomous vehicle data visualization application. Left: Satellite ocean color data (NASA Ocean Biology Processing Group,
2015) is combined with Wirewalker drift tracks and in situ sensors. This bird’s eye view of data shows a three day deployment in the North Pacific. Right: Successive,
high resolution profiles of the top 120 m of the water column are combined to create animations of the vehicle’s 3D position throughout the course of the vehicle
deployment. Each real world vertical profile (10–20 min per profile) is replayed in VR at 2 s per profile. Users can toggle between CTD variables, fly through the scene,
and change the spatial scaling in the vertical dimension with the Oculus Touch Controllers.

audiences to learn about phytoplankton. This led us to create an
interactive plankton zoo (Figure 6; see Supplementary Movie 5).
We found the ease of creating animated, underwater virtual
scenes was greatly increased with the use of popular gaming
engine Unity 3D12 by using the Virtual Reality Toolkit13 .
We used this software suite to integrate 3D plankton models
(previously prepared for a video used for outreach) into an
underwater scene and provided users with a novel way to
interact with the diversity of different phytoplankton types.
Participants could use the VR controllers to grab 3D models
of floating plankton and then read small descriptions of
each organism and experience these morphologies up close
(adapted from PACE Phytopia)14 .

The Trophy Room is also well-suited to communicate the
abundance and variety of the phytoplankton world to scientist
and novices in an engaging and immersing manner.

4.2.2. Phytoplankton Safari
As the holographic microscope can operate autonomously,
we mounted it to the ships CTD during a five week cruise
onboard the R/V Falkor. This permitted us to record vertical
holographic microscope image profiles of the North Pacific
alongside the standard suite of physical, chemical, and biological
variables (see Supplementary Movie 3). In the “Safari” successive
holograms from a CTD cast were then “stacked” on top of
each other, providing a phytoplanktons view from a descending
CTD rosette down to a maximum depth of 2,000 m. The VR
controllers allowed the user to “fly” through the CTD cast.
Functionality was added for tagging interesting objects like
phytoplankton and marine snow, viewing the “ambient” CTD
variables, and measuring spatial distances between interesting
hologram features (Figure 5).

5. DISCUSSION
We successfully tested these VR applications in a CAVE and
HMD and found new perspectives on the potential for the use
of VR in our future work. In this section we explore these new
insights gained and weigh the merits of the invested effort against
the results. In extrapolating to future states of this technology,
we consider the types of data well-suited for VR, the potential
benefits of this novel data interaction style, the benefits to having
access to this immersive data exploration style in the field, the
new possibilities for remote collaboration, and finally how this
impacts communication/education.
Our experience in rendering different data types in VR, be
it from autonomous platforms or holographic microscope, was
that varying degrees of effort are required to achieve an effective
visualization. Autonomous vehicle, CTD, and bathymetric data
sets are readily accessible for viewing in VR with minimal
processing. Furthermore, toggling between and layering together
a diverse set of chemical and physical variables in these
environments, from a range of different sensors, required
minimal data manipulation and time stamp synchronization.

4.2.3. Phytoplankton Locomotion
As the holographic microscope is also able to capture a 3D
volume at a rate of 16 fps, we developed a holographic movie
player (see Supplementary Movie 4). While the recording of
movies in the field is not suitable as plankton move in and
out of the volume too fast due to chaotic flow patterns,
we recorded a holographic movie of a swimming Akashiwo
sanguinea in a more quiescent laboratory experiment. In addition
to the navigation in the previous examples, a user can also use
traditional movie controls like fast-forward, rewind or pause
allowing users to follow the motion of the particles not only in the
two-dimensional image planes, but to understand their motion in
the three-dimensional volume.

4.3. Education—An Interactive Plankton
Zoo
Due to the response to the data visualization applications
at outreach events from researchers, as well as novices, we
decided to develop an educational experience to engage younger
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 4 | The custom hologram processing pipeline extracts 2D contours from the imaged 3D volume. (a) A raw 2D hologram. (b) A refocused hologram image at
16,250 µm from the laser source, revealing a Thalassionema type chain-forming diatom. (c) Regions of interest (colored and sorted) derived from the image
processing pipeline (d) An assortment of re-focused hologram contours illustrate the variety of marine particle types imaged by the holographic microscope, including
diatoms, detritus, and zooplankton.

Datasets, such as these are well-suited for VR. In contrast,
holographic image data require much greater effort to prepare
for VR visualization because the positions of the in-focus objects
is unknown prior to the pre-processing steps. Intensive preprocessing was required to visualize regions of interest, and a
custom C++ application was created for the final rendering and
interaction tools in VR.

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

There are many ongoing discussions about data standards in
oceanography and wider marine science community, especially
with respect to open source software, cloud data storage and
cloud computing. With regard to VR and data standards,
porting some of the standard data APIs (netCDF, HDF, etc.) to
VR-friendly environments would improve the workflow from
station- and time-series data to VR rendering. Although this is
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FIGURE 5 | Holographic microscope data was processed and rendered in VR at sea. (Left) A virtual reality “Holodeck” was set up inside the CTD control room of the
R/V Falkor for viewing holographic microscope data that had been mapped to CTD profiles. Image credit: Schmidt Ocean Institute/Monika Naranjo Gonzalez. Written
informed consent was obtained for the publication of this image. (Right) A user’s view inside the VR visualization of the holographic microscope data shows how easy
it is to tag interesting objects and measure lengths using the Oculus Touch controllers.

FIGURE 6 | Five different plankton types and morphologies were rendered in the application, providing users with a novel way to collect and learn about these
different types. (Left) A user’s view inside the Oculus Rift head-mounted display while capturing a floating phytoplankton. (Right) A user’s view inside the Oculus Rift
head-mounted display while holding a “3D Chaetoceros” in the Plankton Zoo VR application.

While the autonomous platform visualization enabled a
more synoptic, macroscale view of the data, the holographic
microscope visualization brought us one step closer to the
microscale perspective of the plankton. The power to change
camera angle with a tilt of the head enables the user to interact
with the virtual plankton as if they were actually floating there
in the real world, measuring distances and tagging interesting
features for rapid, intuitive exploration. This interaction style
minimized the bias of spatial distance within a hologram as
compared with 2D renderings, as the VR visualization engine
accurately re-scaled object sizes according to its distance from
the user’s virtual position. This feature is crucial for point-source
holographic microscope images, in which particles become
magnified the further from the camera they are captured.
In contrast to the holographic microscope visualization,
spatial distortions were a necessary feature of the autonomous
platform visualization. Vertical lengths were scaled up for
improved readability, as the 120 m vertical profiles of the water
column were small compared to the tens of kilometers the drifter
traveled over several days. This non-uniform axis scaling made it
easier to see vertical structure in the water column, while uniform

not within the scope of this paper, ongoing and future discussions
will have to take into consideration the presence and potential
impact that VR will have on facilitating more widespread
utilization of public data for numerous applications, including
furthering our understanding of complex interconnections
within the Earth system as a whole.
The interaction style within each of the applications provides
a glimpse into how VR-enabled problem solving environments
can aid in discovery in ocean science. During demonstrations at
the 2017 American Geophysical Union Ocean Sciences Meeting
and at the University of Rhode Island, conversations with
other marine scientists led to improved spatial interpolation of
Wirewalker data. Immersive VR exploration of Wirewalker data
provided a more interconnected view of water mass properties
throughout space and time, as we were able to fly through
the semi-Lagrangian drift tracks and begin to speculate about
the presence of persistent water mass features. In the future,
we envision additional parameter visualizations may enhance
the ability to identify these water mass properties, including
layered visualizations of model output and objective mapping
algorithms.
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1km scale of a vehicle dive up to the 100 km scale of the vehicle
path, are experiences that only VR can provide. Science education
VR apps have become more popular recently (Merchant et al.,
2014), and these experiences enable audiences to get closer to the
actual data. They have a more personal experience with it while
they control the camera angle and play in an open-ended, less
constrained way. With the possibility of reaching even broader
audiences through online VR app stores like Steam17 , we see high
potential to recruit the next generation of ocean scientists using
VR animations and data visualizations.
With reduced technical barriers to developing software
packages, virtual reality is being increasingly applied in ocean
science as a tool for scientific exploration, discovery, and
education. While mainstream adoption of VR is yet to be realized
in ocean science, early adopters will be rewarded by the simple joy
of developing and sharing these tools. Virtual reality provides a
less curated experience than two dimensional data visualization,
allowing users to interact with and interpret data in a manner
that is less constrained by the author’s perspective, influence,
or bias. Although still in the early stages of development, our
group’s experience with applying VR in ocean science was
productive in terms of education, outreach, and exploration.
We are hopeful that VR will inspire new, unexpected, and
serendipitous observations in ocean science and help bridge the
gap between marine observation and data analysis. We have
made several of the applications discussed herein available for
download, and encourage the reader to experience the potential
for VR themselves.

axis scaling gave a better sense of how depth corresponds to the
overall scale of the Wirewalker drift track. The ability to manually
change this aspect ratio provided a valuable demonstration of
scale that is not readily rendered in 2D print graphics.
The relatively compact, portable nature of HMDs make this
technology well-suited to take into the field for fast exploration
of data sets. With as little as nine square feet of space, a VR
system could be setup in the main lab or mission planning
area of a research vessel for on-the-fly decision making tasks.
Data quality could be monitored as it is being collected, and
this could lead to adjustments in the cruise plan or sensor
deployment configurations. Our experience aboard the R/V
Falkor provided a glimpse into this future, as the HTC Vive
HMD was set up adjacent to the ship’s CTD monitoring station.
While we reviewed freshly recorded holographic microscope
profiles just hours after they were recorded, we began to consider
the practicality of VR-enabled water-column sampling in which
prominent features could be rendered alongside recent CTD
casts. This integrated view of the water column might improve
interdisciplinary collaboration, as multiple viewpoints could
work to identify complementary features.
VR has the potential to transform collaboration at sea and
onshore into co-located but remote experiences. All stakeholders
could access the same virtual environment, and this may
aid in mission planning, task delegation, and policy making.
At the University of Rhode Island’s Inner Space Center15 ,
teleprescence has become central to remote ocean exploration.
We imagine multiple users having the ability to meet in
VR, and this could facilitate more meaningful discussion and
analysis with participants viewing minimally curated, minimally
biased data. For example, the application ConfocalVR16 allows
multiple users to interact in a virtual space and this has
shown to be beneficial for understanding cellular structure
(Stefani et al., 2018). VR-enabled collaboration could also be
used for policy making, as has been previously done for
coastal management and planning when stakeholders used
these visualizations to assess the potential outcome of marine
conservation and sustainability projects (Newell et al., 2017).
While viewing holographic microscope and Wirewalker data in
the Brown CCV YURT, multiple users had access to the same
3D visualization simultaneously without the use of a HMD (see
Supplementary Movie 6) and this led to lively conversation and
interaction. For students and researchers, VR could enable deeper
multi-institution collaboration as well as richer educational
experiences.
We found VR to be an engaging educational tool, particularly
for younger audiences who were excited and curious to
experience the new technology. During outreach events at the
Waikiki Aquarium, Brown University, and the University of
Rhode Island we found engagement to be lively and feedback to
be positive. Underwater environments are a natural fit for VR,
as these experiences are often impossible to get to in any other
way. For example, conveying a sense of the concentration and
relative size of phytoplankton inside a drop of seawater, what
it would be like walking on the seafloor, or zooming from the
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